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Setting Casio AMW702 analog time.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session.
Use D and B until the — mark appears between the end of the month and 1 while the day setting is
flashing. In the case of the snooze alarm, the alarm operation is performed a total of seven times,
every five minutes, until you turn the alarm off or change it to a onetime alarm. If you want to find
official representatives, you are welcome to our list of Casio Official Sites all over the World. As an
Amazon Associate CasioWatchParts.com earns a commission from purchases from its links to
Amazon. All manuals on ManualsCat.com can be viewed completely free of charge. By using the
Select a language button, you can choose the language of the manual you want to view. Digital Time
Daylight Saving Time DST Setting. Daylight Saving Time summer time advances the digital time
setting by one hourSaving Time. To toggle the Timekeeping Mode digital time between DST and
Standard TimeTide Data, Alarm, and Hand Setting Mode screens toSeconds DST Hour Minutes. Day
Month YearTimekeeping. This watch features separate digital and analogTimekeeping
Mode.Timekeeping Mode. Important! Home Site data data for the site where you use theSee “Home
Site Data” for more information. Getting Acquainted. Congratulations upon your selection of this
CASIO watch. To get the most out of yourWarning!Always use proper instruments and resources to
obtain data for navigationAbout This ManualMode. Mode. Stopwatch. Countdown Timer. Alarm.
Dual Time. Hand Setting. Press. General GuideTide graph. Moon phaseHour Minutes. Seconds. PM
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indicator. Day ofDigital Time and Date. Use the Timekeeping Mode to set and view a digital display
of the current time and date. When setting the digital time, you can also configure settings for
summer timeTo set the digital time and dateScreenReset the seconds to 00. Toggle between
Daylight Saving Time ON and. Standard Time OF. Change the hour or minutes. Change the
year.http://customoid.co.uk/userfiles/buffalo-whr-g300n-manual-download.xml

Change the month or day. Do this. Press D. Press D.Pressing A againDST setting.DST indicator.
Home Site DataIt is based upon carefully maintainedSee “Lunitidal Interval” for more information.To
configure Home Site dataLongitude. Value. West Longitude. Lunitidal Interval. Hours. Minutes. UTC
differentialTo use the countdown timer. Press D while in the Countdown Timer Mode to start the
countdown timer.The countdownThe alarm sounds in order to signal when theCountdown Timer
Mode. Press D again toTo set up the countdown timerCountdown Timer Mode, hold down A until the
hourAutorepeat. HoursStopwatch. The stopwatch lets you measure elapsed time, split
times,Stopwatch Mode, which you enter by pressing C.Moon phase indicator and “Tide Graph” for
informationScreen. Setting. UTC Differential. Longitude Value. Hours, Minutes. Button
OperationsUse D to switch between east longitude E and westTo toggle between 12hour and 24hour
timekeeping. In the Timekeeping Mode, press D to toggle between 12hour timekeeping
andCountdown Timer Mode and Dual Time Mode screens. Setting the Analog Time. Perform the
procedure below when the time indicated by the analog hands does notTo adjust the analog timeTide
graph. Moon phase indicator. TimeHighspeed handIt will also stop automaticallySignal, or
countdown beeper starts to sound.Moon data screen. The initial tide dataTide Data Screen Moon
Data Screen. Tide graph. Moon age. Time. Moon data. See “To specify a date” for more
information.To specify a dateYear Month Day. Year. MinutesTo measure times with the stopwatch.
Elapsed Time. Start Stop Restart Stop Clear. Start SplitSplit release Stop Clear. Start Split Stop
Split release Clear. Split Time. Two Finishes. First runnerDisplay time ofSecond runnerDisplay time
ofCountdown Timer. You can set the countdown timer within a range ofAn alarm sounds when
theCountdown Timer Mode, which you can enter using C. Timekeeping Mode time.
MinutesScreenPress D. To do this. Change the hours or minutes.

Toggle autorepeat on ON and off OF. Tide Data ScreenTo specify the illumination
durationIllumination. This watch has an EL electroluminescent panel thatTo illuminate the face of
the watch. In any mode except when a setting screen is on theWhen you press B, the illumination
will remain on forDual Time. The Dual Time Mode lets you keep track of time in aDaylight Saving
Time for the Dual Time Mode time.To set the Dual TimeDST Hour MinutesAlarm Types. The alarm
type is determined by the settings you make, as described below. Set the hour and minutes for the
alarm time. This type of setting causes the alarm toSet the month, day, hour and minutes for the
alarm time. This type of setting causesSet the month, hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type
of setting causes theSet the day, hour and minutes for the alarm time. This type of setting causes the
alarmTo set an alarm timeHour Minutes Month DayAlarm Operation. The alarm tone sounds at the
preset time for 10 seconds, regardless of the mode theDisplaying the Timekeeping Mode setting
screen. Displaying the alarm1 setting screen. To test the alarm. In the Alarm Mode, hold down D to
sound the alarm. To turn Alarms 2Alarms. You can set up to three independent multifunction
alarmsWhen an alarm isYou can also turn on an Hourly Time Signal that causesAlarm Mode, which
you enter by pressing C. Alarm timeAlarm number. Alarm date. Alarm on indicator. Hourly time
signal onTo select the operation of Alarm1Alarm on Alarm off. SnoozeDual timeTimekeeping. Mode
time. DST indicator. ScreenToggle between Daylight Saving Time ON and. Press D.Reference. This
section contains more detailed and technical information about watch operation. It also contains
important precautions and notes about the various features andMoon Phase Indicator. The Moon
phase indicator of this watch indicates the current phase of the Moon asMoon Phase. Indicator.
Moon Age 0.01.8Moon. First. QuarterFull. Moon. Last.
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QuarterMoon phase part you can seeNorthern Hemisphere looking south. Note that at times the
image shown by the. Moon phase indicator may differ from that of the actual Moon in your area.
Southern Hemisphere or from a point near the equator. Moon Phases and Moon Age. The Moon goes
through a regular 29.53day cycle. During each cycle, the MoonEarth. This watch performs a rough
calculation of the current Moon age starting from day 0Since this watch performs calculations using
integer valuesTide Graph. The Tide Graph has six graphic segments, each of which indicates a
different tideHigh TideLow Tide. Tidal Movements. Tides are the periodic rise and fall of the water
of oceans, seas, bays, and otherMoon and Sun. Tides rise and fall about every six hours. The tide
graph of this watchLunitidal Interval. Theoretically, high tide is at the Moon’s transit over the
meridian and low tide is aboutBoth the time differential between the. Moon’s transit over the
meridian until high tide and the time differential between the. Moon’s transit over the meridian until
low tide are known as the “lunitidal interval”. When setting the lunitidal interval for this watch, use
the time differential between the. Moon’s transit over the meridian until high tide. Button Operation
Tone. The button operation tone sounds any time you press oneYou can turn the button
operationHourly Time Signal, and Countdown Timer Mode alarmTo turn the button operation tone
on and off. In any mode except when a setting screen is on the display, hold down C to toggleAuto
Return FeaturesTimekeeping Mode. Scrolling. The B and D buttons are used in various modes and
setting screens to scrollIn most cases, holding down these buttons during a scrollTimekeepingOnce
you set the date, there should be no reason to changeIllumination Precautions. Lunitidal. Interval.
Time Summer TimePerhaps the users of ManualsCat.com can help you answer your question.

By filling in the form below, your question will appear below the manual of the Casio AQW1001AV.
Please make sure that you describe your difficulty with the Casio AQW1001AV as precisely as you
can. The more precies your question is, the higher the chances of quickly receiving an answer from
another user. You will automatically be sent an email to inform you when someone has reacted to
your question. Using the online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where
you will find the solution to your problem with Casio AQW1001AV Wrist Watch AQW1001AV. To
start viewing the user manual Casio AQW1001AV Wrist Watch AQW1001AV on full screen, use the
button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too much of your disk space, you can
always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also been
provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You do not have to print the
entire manual Casio AQW1001AV Wrist Watch AQW1001AV but the selected pages only. paper. If
you want to quickly view the content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can
use them. To get the most out of your purchase, be sure to read this manual carefully and keep it on
hand for later reference when necessary.One of the alarms can be configured as a snooze. If you
need to advance the analog time at high speed, HOLD D DOWN. To return to regular timekeeping
mode, press C Set the digital time so that it matches the analog time, since you can reset the
seconds easily. Than hold adjust button until screen starts to blink. When you are finished, just press
adjust button once. Thats all.You need to push them out to remove links. Usually you would find
arrows marked from inside of the metal bracelet which show you the direction in which to remove
the pins. You can remove it if you have a small watch makers screwdriver but you have to be careful.

Login to post The tide changes every 6 hours with 45 minutes at the end of that 6 hours rest you
could say before the change of the tide. Refer to your local newspaper or fishing supply outlet for
tide schedule.Im just trying to get the tide. I live in San Antonio but i dont see that on the list. I do
know that when were not in Daylight savings time, Im 6.0 from GMT. so thats what i set it for. Also,
if youre near enough to the coast to use this feature, it would probably be a good idea to compare
the watch reading to the actual tides and adjust accordingly. Hope this helps. Answer questions,
earn points and help others. To get the most out of yourWarning!Values producedWarning!Note that
CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD. assumes no responsibility for any damageAbout This ManualGeneral
Guide. Temperature Data. Recall ModeFishing Mode. Stopwatch Mode. World Time Mode. Press C.



Timekeeping Mode. Alarm Mode. Hand Setting Mode. Timekeeping. Use the Timekeeping Mode to
set and view the current time and date. This watch features separate digital and analog timekeeping.
The procedures forTemperature Tendency. Thermometer Screen. Screen. Temperature. Moon
phaseDay of. Day. Fishing levelImportant!See “Home Site Data” for more information. Setting the
Digital Time and Date. This watch is preset with UTC differential values that represent each time
zone aroundPress D. Daylight Saving Time DST Setting. Daylight Saving Time summer time
advances the time setting by one hour from. Standard Time. Remember that not all countries or even
local areas use Daylight. Saving Time. To toggle the Timekeeping Mode digital time between DST
and Standard TimeAlarm, and Hand Setting Mode screens to indicate that. Daylight Saving Time is
turned on. In the case of the. Fishing Mode, the DST indicator appears on the fishingTo set the
digital time and dateTimekeeping Mode settings.SecondsToggle between Daylight Saving. Time ON
and Standard Time OF.

Specify the UTC differentialTemperature Sensor Calibration “Thermometer”. Temperature Unit “To
specify the temperature display unit”For more information, see “Fishing Mode”.Hour Minutes.
Toggle between 12hour 12H and Press D.Change the year, month, or dayTo do this. Reset the
seconds to 00. TemperaturePress A.Seconds. UnitTemperature Sensor. Calibration. Hour. Month.
Format. Home Site Data. Moon phase, the fishing level indicator, and Fishing Mode data will not be
displayedIt is based upon carefully maintainedLongitude Unit. Use D to switch between east
longitude Setting the Analog Time. Perform the procedure below when the time indicated by the
analog hands does notFishing Level Screen. Fishing Level Indicator. The fishing level indicator
shows the relative favorability of a fishing time calculated inLevel 4. Moon Transit. Other. YearLevel
3. Level 2. Level 1. Upper. Lower. West. East. Level 5. Level 4. Level 3. Level 1To view the current
fishing level and Moon data. In the Fishing Mode, press A to toggle between the fishing level screen
and the. Moon Data screen. The initial fishingThis watch uses a temperature sensor to measure
temperature. A reading is takenThe watch also takes separate readings and stores them in memory
for display in theMeasured temperature values are stored in memory for later recall when you
needTemperature. Tendency Screen Temperature. Press A.The Fishing Mode displays an indicator
that shows, asThis mode also can be used to display Moon Data MoonMoon data is wrong for some
reason, check the current. Timekeeping Mode settings time, date, and Home Site,Moon phase
indicator.Moon Phase. Full moon. First quarter. Last quarter. YearFishing Mode. Level 5See
“Temperature Sensor Calibration” for more information. Important!To achieve a more
accurateTemperature Tendency Graph.

The watch also takes temperature readings at the top and the bottom of each hourDepending on the
current Timekeeping Mode time, the temperature tendency graphFrom the top of each hour to the
29th minute, past top of the hour readings are shownTemperature tendency graph contents are
updated every 30 minutes.It will also stop automatically after the time advances 12 hours or if an
alarm dailyTimeThermometer. To adjust the analog time. Fishing levelTo specify a dateMoon age.
Fishing levelTime. Moon data. See “To specify a date” for more information.Button Operations.
Longitude ValuePress A.Screen. Moon phaseSetting. Moon Data ScreenTo configure Home Site
dataLongitudeLongitude. D and B to change it as described below.Fishing Level ScreenPast 17
hours ofLatest measurementThe horizontal axis of the graph represents time. The rightmost column
is the newestThe vertical axis of the graphTemperature change greater. Temperature change
greater. ErrorRecalling Temperature Data. The measurements the watch takes at the top and the
bottom of each hour are storedMemory can hold up to 50 measurement records. You canThe newest
data record is number 01,The new data is assigned record number 1, and all ofTo recall temperature
recordsTemperature. Temperature Data Recall Mode.Data storage time. Record numberSplit Time.
StartStart. First runnerDisplay time ofSecond runnerDisplay time ofSeconds. MinutesTo configure
countdown start time and autorepeat settingsAutorepeat on indicator. Countdown Timer Mode, hold
down A until the hourTo turn the Daily alarm and the Hourly Time Signal on and off. In the Alarm



Mode, press D to cycle through the settings shown below. Alarm On. Signal Off. Alarm Off. Signal
On. Signal OnThe World Time Mode digitally displays the current time inTimekeeping Mode. If you
feel that there is an error inCurrent time inUTC differential settings that are supported. Day of week
and day in. World Time Mode, which you enter by pressing C.City code.

You can set the countdown timer within a range of oneCountdown Timer Mode, which you enter by
pressingPress D while in the Countdown Timer Mode to start the countdown timer.The
countdownThe alarm sounds to signal when the countdownCountdown Timer Mode.To test the
alarm. World Time. HoursAlarm Off. Two FinishesThe alarm sounds at the preset time for 10
seconds, regardless of the mode the watch is in. Elapsed TimeAlarm Mode, which you enter by
pressing C. Alarm Operation. Start. Alarm onSeconds. The stopwatch lets you measure elapsed time,
split times,Stopwatch Mode, which you enter by pressing C. To measure times with the
stopwatchWhile the alarm is turned on, the watch beeps when theYou can also turn on an Hourly.
AM indicatorHours. To set the alarm time. StopwatchD to toggle autorepeat on 0N and off 0F.Start
TimeStart TimeAutoRepeat. To view the time in another city. While in the World Time Mode, press D
to scroll eastward through the city codesTo toggle a city code time between Standard Time and
Daylight Saving TimeDST indicatorIllumination. This watch has an EL electroluminescent panel
thatTo turn on illumination. In any mode except when a setting screen is on theOperation Guide
5056. Reference. The Moon phase indicator of this watch indicates the current phase of the Moon
asMoon phase indicator. Auto Return FeatureHand Setting Mode for two or three minutes. The B
and D buttons are used in various modes and setting screens to scrollIn most cases, holding down
these buttons during a scrollTimekeepingMoon phase part you can see. Phase. Moon AgeNew.
QuarterOnce you set the date, there should be no reason to changeNorthern Hemisphere looking
south. This watch performs a rough calculation of the current Moon age starting from day 0Since
this watch performs calculations using integer values. Illumination Precautions.


